
State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Disposition of Complaint 22-098 

Judge:  

Complainant:  

ORDER 

November 23, 2022 

The Complainant alleged a justice of the peace was biased against him and 
made improper legal decisions in a small claims action.  

The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine 
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of 
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution. There must be clear and 
convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take 
disciplinary action against a judicial officer. 

The Commission does not have jurisdiction to overturn, amend, or remand a 
judicial officer’s legal rulings. The Commission reviewed all relevant available 
information and concluded there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical 
misconduct in this matter. The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to 
Commission Rules 16(a) and 23(a).  
 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on November 23, 2022. 









my . 

Exhibit #6: Close-up photos of the outside of the can of the  paint can
showing three (3) distinctly different paint colors and also the various colors of paint on the lid
once again demonstrating that this paint was not stirred up properly before spraying it on my

.

Note that Basic Paint Instructions on the can stipulate to Stir/Shake Paint Well before spraying
paint! 

Exhibit #7: The top two (2) left and right photos of my
taken on  clearly show a much lighter exterior paint color with a

predominantly violet tint to the paint resulting in an incorrect exterior paint color on my 
which is supposed to be a  Deep Slate Pearl color instead. 

The lower two (2) left and right photos of my  taken a few years
ago are shown here to illustrate the original and correct OEM factory exterior paint color for
this model year vehicle.

Exhibit #8: The two photos marked (#8b) and (#8c) were taken of the rear tailgate area before
I brushed on some of the  auto paint to cover up the dealer logo above
the . 

And the two photos marked (#8a) and (#8d) were taken of the rear tailgate after I brushed on
some of the  auto paint to cover up the dealer logo above the
emblem. Please note the area circled in orange on both of these photos clearly show that the

 paint that I brushed on the tailgate is a dark black color and clearly not
a light violet color! And I brushed this paint on the tailgate area the same day that 
came to provide me with an estimate to paint my . 

Exhibit #9: The two photos marked (#9a) and (#9b) were taken of the rear tailgate after I
brushed on some of the  auto paint to cover up the dealer logo above the

. Once again you will notice the area circled in orange on both of these photos
clearly show that the  paint that I brushed on the tailgate is a dark black
color and clearly not a light violet color!

And the two photos marked (#9c) and (#9d) were taken of the rear tailgate after 
painted the . You will clearly notice the difference in the paint color when comparing the
before/after photos. Now the paint color is a light violet color and not the correct factory
OEM  Deep Slate Pearl color! 

Exhibit #10: The two photos marked (#10a) and (#10d) were taken to show the difference in
paint color between the violet color paint on the outside of the  compared to the original

 color of the paint on the  inside of the door jams of my 
. 

The two photos marked (#10b) and (#10c) were taken to show the difference in paint color
between the  paint inside of the white cup compared to the violet



paint color on the  compared to the poor color match of the gas lid to the rest of the paint
on the body of the  

Exhibit #11: The three photos marked (#11a), (#11b) and (#11c) were taken to show the wide
variations in the paint color on the gas lid when compared to the violet color on my .
Photo (#11d) shows the difference in the paint color from the first attempt to color match the
gas lid and other parts to the color of the body molding which is not even the correct paint
color in the first place! 

And because the paint on the gas lid, the door locks and the trim piece do not match the paint
on the rest of the , the  will need to be completely repainted in order to obtain the
correct  paint color.   

Exhibit #12: The two photos marked (#12a) and (#12b) were taken to show the difference in
paint color between the violet color paint on the outside of the  compared to the black
door handle and also to the inside of the gas lid which still shows the original OEM paint
color. 

Photo (#12c) shows the current and extremely low original mileage of  miles on my
 which makes this vehicle very collectible and also in

extremely high demand but only with the correct factory OEM Deep Slate Pearl exterior paint
color!  

And photo (#12d) shows the large stain due to water damage on the passenger side headliner
caused directly by  allowing water to enter the sunroof area when the glass was
removed for painting.  

Exhibit #13: These two photos are shown here to demonstrate the fact that there was body
work involved to repair the  driver’s side rear quarter panel including the area
surrounding the gas lid which  agreed to perform himself before completing the
paint job and the buffing of the new paint on the 

Exhibit #14: This photo was submitted to show the large magnet that was required in order to
open the gas lid that was wedged inside of the  body after  returned the  to me on

 after painting it. 

Exhibit #15: This photo was submitted as evidence to show that the sunroof was not broken
but removed in order to allow  access to paint the edges of the roof area that surround the
glass sunroof seal for the sunroof. 

Exhibit #16: The two photos of the left and right side of the engine compartment were
submitted to show the water spots containing buffing compound that remained on the 
when delivered the  on . These water spots are a direct result of  using
water to wash away excess buffing compound from the 
Limited after he completed the buffing process on the new paint job. 

Exhibit #17 & Exhibit #18:  Page 1 and Page 2 of Defendant’s phone log submitted by
Plaintiff to show that I called  on  at , one full week before
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